There is a growing desire in the field of reinforcement learning (and machine learning in general) to move from black-box models toward more "interpretable AI." We improve interpretability of reinforcement learning by increasing the utility of decision tree policies learned via reinforcement learning. These policies consist of a decision tree over the state space, which requires fewer parameters to express than traditional policy representations. Existing methods for creating decision tree policies via reinforcement learning focus on accurately representing an action-value function during training, but this leads to much larger trees than would otherwise be required. To address this shortcoming, we propose a novel algorithm which only increases tree size when the estimated discounted future reward of the overall policy would increase by a sufficient amount. Through evaluation in a simulated environment, we show that its performance is comparable or superior to traditional tree-based approaches and that it yields a more succinct policy. Additionally, we discuss tuning parameters to control the tradeoff between optimizing for smaller tree size or for overall reward.
Introduction
Many powerful machine learning algorithms are "black boxes" [Knight, 2017] . They produce models which can be used to make predictions or policies that can be used to perform tasks, but these models are often opaque or require significant analysis to penetrate. "Black blox" algorithms are less likely to be accepted for use by an organization, and adoption occurs more slowly than for processes which are directly interpretable [Hihn and Menzies, 2015] . It is difficult for humans to trust decisions that cannot be verified, and thus much research has gone into creating interpretable models [Wu et al., 2017] as part of general growing interest in interpretable AI [Bloomberg, 2018] .
We look specifically at the field of Reinforcement Learning (RL), which in recent years has demonstrated impressive results on tasks such as the games of Go and Dota2, walking as a simulated human-like agent, and accomplishing a variety of real-world robotic tasks [Gitau, 2019; Arulkumaran et al., 2017] . However, many advanced RL methods today result in policies which perform well but which are not directly interpretable. We are motivated to build an RL algorithm that can learn a policy that is in a human understandable form. However, in contrast to after-the-fact explanations or approximations, we use an interpretable representation that is simultaneously the policy used to perform the task.
A human-understandable RL model is useful in a scenario where an end-user wishes to continually tweak a policy, or change it after it has been learned. Consider a situation where a household assistant robot learns the preferences of it's owner and how to perform certain kinds of tasks in their home. If the owner goes on a diet, or otherwise changes some specific aspect of their behavior, it would be useful to communicate this to the robot by simply accessing the robot's settings, selecting the task model, and changing the relevant specific aspect of the policy. This would be faster than the agent having to learn the simple change over time, and less complicated than requiring the robot to understand a human's request and make the change itself.
To improve the interpretability of RL policies, we focus on learning a decision tree policy. Decision trees are frequently used to explain processes to humans, such as when a deep network is trained to explain itself [Alaniz and Akata, 2019; Huk Park et al., 2018] . Decision trees can be represented by text or graphically in a way that a human can readily comprehend. The tree, once constructed, also has useful information about which states are treated identically and which features yield the highest information gain [Buntine and Niblett, 1992; Leroux et al., 2018] . A reasonably-sized tree with labeled attributes enables a human to understand the behavior of a learned policy without having to observe its execution.
Our main contribution is the Conservative Q-Improvement (CQI) reinforcement learning algorithm. CQI learns a policy in the form of a decision tree, is applicable to any domain in which the state space can be represented as a vector of features, and generates a human-interpretable decision tree policy. Additionally, we evaluate CQI on a modified RobotNav environment [Mitchell and Thrun, 1993] .
The rest of our paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses relevant background. Section 3, discusses previous related work. Section 4 describes our approach. Section 5 de-scribes the environment we use to evaluate our method. We compare our algorithm to a reference baseline method in Section 6 and discuss conclusions in Section 7.
Background
Reinforcement Learning Reinforcement learning is a field of algorithms for obtaining policies of (state → action) mappings through experience in an environment [Sutton and Barto, 2018] . We focus on Q-learning: Given a set of states s ∈ S, set of actions a ∈ A, and an immediate reward for executing an action a in a state s, the expected value (Q-value) of performing an action in a state can be learned over time by experimenting with actions in states, observing the reward, and updating the Q-value estimate via the Bellman equation:
where Q t is the current Q-value estimate for a state-action pair, s and a are the current state and chosen action, α is the learning rate, r is the immediate reward for choosing action a when in state s (as experienced immediately by interacting with the environment), s is the next state the agent is in after executing a, and a is the best possible next action, such that the maximum expected future reward from being in state s is added to r after being discounted by the factor γ. Decision Trees Decision trees have often been used to create easy-to-understand solutions to classification problems, among others. They are trees that start at a root node and branch based on conditions [Quinlan, 1986] . An additional benefit to decision trees is that they can be represented graphically, which aids in human understanding [Mulrow, 2002] . Some work has explored combining neural nets and decision tree forms [Tanno et al., 2018; Zhao, 2001] , including using decision trees to explain neural nets [Zhang et al., 2018] . We seek to create a reinforcement learning policy that is in decision tree form.
In an AI context specifically, it has been suggested that huge decision trees are insufficiently comprehensible to humans, and that simplifying trees is important for humans to interact with the representation [Quinlan, 1987] . Chess experts had difficulty understanding an early chess-playing algorithm that fully "explained" itself with a complex decision tree-too complex a tree becomes opaque [Michie, 1983 [Michie, , 1987 . It has been shown that, all else being equal, humans prefer simpler explanations compared to more complex ones [Lombrozo, 2007] . Based on the foregoing, we assume for the remainder of the paper that smaller decision trees are more interpretable by humans.
Related Work
We are not the first to attempt to learn a decision tree policy. The "G algorithm" [Chapman and Kaelbling, 1991] learns a decision tree incrementally as new examples are added. The Lumberjack algorithm [Uther and Veloso, 2000] constructs a Linked Decision Forest-like a decision tree but without the need for repeated internal structure which would otherwise occur. TTree [Uther and Veloso, 2003; Uther, 2002] solves MDPs or SMDPs and involves both state abstraction (as in our and other methods) and temporal abstraction. [Pyeatt et al., 2001 ] is a work which uses a tree as an internal structure and incrementally builds the tree, splitting on Q-values. Unlike [Hester et al., 2010] , an approach that uses decision trees as part of the policy representation, we use a single decision tree to represent the entire policy. [Wu et al., 2012] create decision trees using a post-learning transformation, but we instead maintain our policy as a tree at all stages of training and merely update our tree.
The UTree algorithm [McCallum and Ballard, 1996; Uther and Veloso, 1998 ] learns a tree, starting with a single abstract state and then continually splitting as appropriate (based on a splitting criterion), ending when a stopping criterion is reached. This is similar to our method, except that in UTree splits occur based on how accurately the Q-function is represented rather than based on what improves the policy. An effort to produce a decision tree via RL is found in [Gupta et al., 2015] , but the final product is not directly interpretable: it consists of a tree with linear Gibbs softmax sub-policies as leaves. In contrast, our approach creates a tree with action choices as leaves.
The best decision-tree-via-RL approach of which we are aware is the Pyeatt Method [Pyeatt, 2003] (PM), which we implement and use as a comparison. PM differs from our method in terms of its splitting criteria and the manner in which splits are performed. Like our method, PM starts with a single root node and adds branches and nodes over time. PM maintains a history of changes in Q-values for each leaf, and splits when it believes that this history represents two distributions. We instead use a lookahead approach that predicts which split will produce the largest increase in reward. The trees resulting from the Pyeatt Method tend to be larger than those that result from our approach, which is designed to keep the size of the tree small and manageable.
Indeed, in none of the above cases are there constraints on the size of the decision trees or merit placed on having a smaller tree (beyond gains in performance). Our work is aimed at enabling interpretability; this requires more than simply using a tree structure as an underlying mechanism. Certainly we want to learn a good policy, but no less important for us is that the resulting form of the policy be easy to understand.
Method

Method Summary
We introduce Conservative Q-Improvement (CQI), an algorithm for learning an interpretable decision-tree policy. CQI learns a policy in the form of a decision tree while only adding to the tree when doing so would improve the policy.
Each node in the tree is a branch node or leaf node. Branch nodes have two children and a condition based on a feature of the state space. Leaf nodes correspond to abstract states, and indicate actions that are to be taken.
The tree is initialized with a single leaf node, representing a single abstract state. Our method is strictly additive. Over time, it creates branches and nodes by replacing existing leaf nodes with a branch node and two child leaf nodes. The tree is split only when the expected discounted future reward of the new policy would increase above a dynamic threshold. This minimum threshold decreases slowly over the course of training so the split which induces the largest increase in reward is chosen. Additionally, the threshold resets to its initial value after every split. This way, when the current tree does not represent the Q-values as accurately following a change, a greater increase in reward is required to justify a split. In this way, the method is "conservative" in performing splits.
The high level algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. An overview is given here, with more in-depth explanations following in Section 4.2.
At a given timestep, the environment will be in state s t . This will correspond to some leaf node L. When there is a single leaf node, all states correspond to this node. When there are multiple leaf nodes, the tree must be traversed to determine the corresponding L (each branch node having a boolean condition that operates on s t , indicating which of two children to traverse).
Once L is identified, an action a t is chosen. If exploring, a random action is taken. If exploiting, an action is chosen based on the highest Q-values on that leaf. Executing the action yields a reward r t and next-state s t+1 . A series of updates are then performed.
The Q-values on leaf L are updated using the standard Bellman equation update. Each node keeps track of how often it has been visited. Each leaf node maintains a history of possible splits. These are potential means of converting the leaf node into a branch node with two child nodes. These estimated child nodes have hypothetical visit frequencies and Q-values, which are updated at this time.
Then, the possible splits are checked to determine which split would yield the most split value, where split value is increase-in-expected-reward moderated by visit frequency. If this value is beyond a threshold h S , the split occurs. Otherwise, this threshold is decreased slightly, by a decay value D. In this manner, the split with the best expected reward gain is chosen, and the time between splits is longer when the increase is small, thereby allowing the leaves to better represent the Q-function before a split occurs. Splits can occur at any timestep. h S loosely affects the rate at which splits will occur.
Method Details
A detailed explanation of the algorithm follows in this section. The tree itself consists of two node types, "branching nodes" and "leaf nodes".
A branching node has the following attributes: visit frequency v, dimension to split on m (our method assumes a multidimensional state space), and a value to split on u b . Each state falls within a single node. To determine the node for state s, the tree is traversed, starting at the root. If the value of the state u s in the dimension m is less than the u b value on the node, the left child branch of the node is traversed. (If u s ≥ u b , the right branch is traversed.) When a leaf node is reached, traversal ends-the leaf node L here corresponds to the abstract state s. This is the process referenced in Algorithm 1 line 8.
A leaf node has the following attributes: visit frequency v, a mapping of actions to Q-values (Q : (a → q)), and a list of Split objects Splits.
Each Split object contains information about potential splits (one per potential split), and has dimension number m, value to split on u p , and Q-value for each action and visit frequency for both potential children (lef t.q, lef t.v, right.q, and right.v).
The TakeAction method in line 9 of Algorithm 1 is detailed in Algorithm 2. This is the standard RL behavior, where an value or function controls whether to explore (randomly choose a valid action) or exploit (use action-Q-value map on L to determine action with highest expected value). An action, reward, and next state are returned.
a t ← random valid action; 4 else 5 a t ← the action that has the largest Q-value (Q(s t , a t )) on L; 6 end 7 r t ← reward after executing action a t ; 8 s t+1 ← state after executing action a t ; 9 Return a t , r t , s t+1 ;
The Q-values on the leaves (for each leaf, one Q-value per valid action) are updated using the standard Bellman update, as shown in Algorithm 3.
We keep track of how often a state node is visited. (A node is visited if it is a leaf node corresponding to a state the agent is in, or if it is a parent to such a leaf node.) In Algorithm
4, these metrics are updated. Note that the update rule corresponds to an exponential average, so it is a natural choice to accompany Q-learning. N [v] indicates the visit frequency of node N , and {a =⇒ b} : T indicates the set of nodes along the direct path from node a to node b in tree T . When determining splits later, it is important to weight potential gain by relative frequency visited. It serves to convert the value increase within a leaf to an estimated policy-wide increase. The reference to a "sibling of N " on line 4 refers to the child of a parent of N that is not N . In our method, a node in the tree can have only two children or no children.
Hyperparameters:
Each leaf keeps track of potential Splits that could be performed (turning a leaf node into branch node and children leaves). As shown in Algorithm 5, the Splits maintain and update their own metrics for the potential visit frequency and potential Q-values for the case that a specific split is performed. The ∼ notation is used to express "opposite side" Each split has a left and right side. L[Q] refers to the {action → Q-values} mapping on L, and L[Q][a] refers to the Qvalue of action a on node L.
After the updates occur, it is necessary to retrieve information as to which of the potential splits are currently the best possible split, and what the expected gain (∆Q) would be if that split occurs. This process is shown in Algorithm 6. In line 2, V P gets the product of the visit frequencies on all of the nodes along the path from the root node to L. SQ tracks splits and split values, and split values are the sum of the difference between Q-values (on both the left and right
side ← 'left' or 'right' depending on which side of the split corresponds to s t ;
3 % SQ is a mapping of splits to split value (indicating expected increase in Q if a split is used);
side, each weighted by visits). Each split is investigated to determine which Split ∈ L[Splits] has the largest ∆Q. This value along with the split itself are returned to the parent algorithm (where, if ∆Q > a threshold h S , a split is performed, and if not, h S is decayed).
"Performing a split" means to take a leaf node and turn it into a branch node with two children leaf nodes. This process is described in Algorithm 7. 
numSplits ← the number of splits to check for in each dimension;
Environment
We evaluate our approach on the RobotNav environment from [Mitchell and Thrun, 1993] . We have also written an opensource OpenAI Gym version of the environment for anyone else to use. In this 2D environment, there is a robot, a goal location, and one or more obstacles. The robot must navigate to the goal, avoiding the obstacles, as shown in Figure 1 .
In addition to the action space in the original work, we also add the option for using the following action set (corresponds to automatically turning to face the goal after every action):
1. move directly towards goal 2. move directly away from goal 3. move perpendicular to direct-line-to-goal (right) 4. move perpendicular to direct-line-to-goal (left)
Results
Direct Comparison
We evaluate the Pyeatt Method and Conservative QImprovement Trees on the RobotNav environment. Overall, we find that CQI creates trees with an order of magnitude fewer nodes and greater average reward per episode than the Pyeatt Method. Preliminary experiments on diverse alternative domains exhibit the same behavior.
To fairly compare both methods, we perform a grid search for each method to determine the best hyperparameters. We search over alpha values of 0.005, 0.01, and 0.1 through 0.8 by increments 0.1. We test hist-mins for the Pyeatt Method of 1000, 3000, 5000, 8000, and 10,000. For CQI, we try splitthresh-max values from 10 −2 to 10 9 with a step of ×10. We try num-splits values of 2 through 9. The visit decay and split threshold decay parameters for CQI are held constant at 0.999 and 0.9999, respectively. All of the best hyperparameter configurations fall within the ranges we search.
The hyperparameters that yield the highest average rewardper-episode for PM are history-list-min-size of 5000 and alpha of 0.3. CQI is optimized twice, once for highest reward and once for smallest tree size. We note that optimizing CQI for smallest tree size still yields a policy with higher reward than the Pyeatt Method. The hyperparameters that yield the best reward for CQI are alpha of 0.01, split-thresh-max of 10, and num-splits of 3. The hyperparameters that result in the smallest tree size are alpha of 0.2, split-thresh-max of 10 7 , and num-splits of 7. The results of ten trials for each of these parameter configurations are shown in Table 1 . Gamma is set to 0.8 as in [Mitchell and Thrun, 1993] . Policies are trained for 500,000 steps and evaluated across 50,000 steps, recording average reward per episode and final tree size. We use epsilon-greedy exploration with parameter = 1 at the start of training and decay epsilon linearly (to a minimum of = 0.05) over the course of 100, 000 steps. CQI outperforms PM while resulting in substantially smaller trees. Additionally, the variance for CQI is smaller. Even with the best hyperparameters we found, the Pyeatt method's maximum reward at the end of training varied between -182.57 and -19.58 . In contrast, we find that CQI (optimized for reward) consistently learns good policies. CQI (optimized for policy size) failed to learn a good policy in one trial, but otherwise performs better than the reward for the best Pyeatt method trial; the average reward across the other nine trials is -18.825 and the variance is 0.47.
We believe that CQI manages to achieve smaller tree size and greater reward than the Pyeatt Method because it creates a split only when the policy would improve, not just when the Q-values can be more faithfully represented if a split were added. As a result, CQI avoids extraneous splits, so the agent can benefit from greater abstraction over the state space.
We plot the reward obtained by each policy as a function of tree size (calculating reward by evaluating the policy as it existed before the subsequent split) in Figure 2 . The "only successful runs" PM line refers to trials where PM achieved more than −50 reward by the end of training. No trials were excluded when plotting the CQI performance.
It is possible to force the Pyeatt method to achieve smaller trees as an end-result of training by increasing history-listmin-size, but it impairs performance. Increasing this parameter to 50,000 yields trees of size 19 and 21 on RoboNav. The average reward over 10 trials was -102.62 and -102.59, with variances of 0.80 and 0.01, respectively. Essentially, when the Pyeatt Method is forced to make trees as small as CQI normally produces, the Pyeatt Method fails to learn.
Parameter Sensitivity
We also investigated the sensitivity of CQI to changes in hyperparameter values. There are a number of hyperparameters that can be adjusted to influence desired behavior. Optimizing for either size or reward is one such case. We considered the effect of num-split and split-thresh-max on reward and size, varying each while keeping other parameters constant. The num-split parameter has little effect on reward. Across 10 trials, reward varies only slightly, from -18.84 to -17.88 (excluding one outlier). With other parameters set to the values which minimize tree size, there is no discernible effect on tree size: it ranges between 7 and 9, and with parameters set to values which maximized reward, size ranges from 15 to 21. (At the same time, during the grid search, we observed a trend of higher num-splits yielding smaller trees for hyperparameter configurations far from those minimizing size or maximizing reward).
Increasing split-threshold-maximum up to 10 7 has little effect on reward (at parameters otherwise optimized for reward), with final episode reward ranging from -19.49 to -17.75. Note that these are all greater than the best recorded Pyeatt trial which yielded a reward of -19.58. For values greater that 10 8 , the reward drops precipitously, passing below -100, as shown in Figure 3 . This follows intuition, since split-threshold-maximum controls how long to wait before making a split. With a fixed training period, too long an interval between splits means that it is impossible to split enough times to create a successful policy. Another intuitive result of increasing split-threshold-maximum is the very clear trend of decreasing tree size shown in Figure 4 . Waiting longer to perform a split means that the earlier splits are better in- formed and therefore higher quality. When this happens, it is more difficult to improve the policy further, so it takes more steps for potential splits to reach the split threshold. This result highlights the importance of this parameter since larger values can yield smaller trees. However, increasing training time allows for smaller trees without sacrificing final reward. As long as the training time is sufficient for the chosen splitthreshold-maximum, the final policy will have sufficient time to train and avoid the "cliff" which results in poor policies.
Conclusion and Future Work
We have introduced Conservative Q-Improvement. CQI is a reinforcement learning method applicable to any environment with discrete actions and multidimensional state space. It produces a policy in the form of a decision tree, and we have designed it to produce smaller trees than existing methods while not sacrificing policy performance.
We investigated the nature of the CQI method, discussing ways that one might optimize for tradeoffs between smaller trees and strictly better policies. We found that CQI outperformed the Pyeatt method in terms of both tree size and reward achieved. This is due to CQI's conservative nature, whereby it only creates a new node when it will result in an improvement in the policy.
The tradeoffs of CQI can be tuned depending on the use case, and depending on domain. For example, if there were a domain where even CQI produces large trees, a practitioner could settle for lower reward in order to have a smaller tree that can be understood and inspected. On the other hand, if all policies for an environment were relatively small, or the policy only had to be manually inspected occasionally or without hurry, then one could choose parameter values which result in a larger, better-performing policy.
Future work could entail tree-building methods that are not strictly additive but rebalance along the way so as to reduce final policy size. Additionally, a regularization term which allows the tree size to directly affect the policy's perceived reward would allow CQI to directly optimize for a trade-off between size and performance on original tasks.
